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iPhone 7: The Complete User Manual For Dummies, Beginners, and Seniors (The User Manual like No Other) 2nd Edition
Jan 01 2020 Are you new to iPhone 7, and iPhone 7
Plus? This book shows you exciting tips and in-depth tutorials you need to know about the new iPhone 8 features and the iOS 13 user interface. This iPhone 7 Guide is packed
with top tips and in-depth tutorials. You'll uncover the exclusive features of this new iPhone, learn how to take incredible photos, learn how to start dark mode settings and
customize your phone, discover how to use iOS 13, how to create and use iPhone 7 shortcuts and gestures, and its built-in apps, plus much more. This book is the best user
manual you need to guide you on how to use and optimally maximize your iPhone. This book has comprehensive tips & in-depth tutorials for beginners, dummies, seniors, kids,
teens, and adults. By the time you've finished reading this book, you'll be a pro in nearly everything related to iPhone and iOS.
Emergency Department Compliance Manual, 2015 Edition
Mar 15 2021 Nothing provided
Manual of Policies and Procedures
Nov 22 2021
Collins Complete Garden Manual
Nov 03 2022 'The Collins Complete Garden Manual' covers all aspects of gardening, from planning and design to selecting plants to garden
maintenance.
The Official DVSA Theory Test for Car Drivers
Jan 13 2021 This publication is the official theory test book for car drivers, compiled by the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency.
It contains multiple choice questions from the whole theory test question bank, with answers and explanations, dealing with topics such as: alertness and attitude, vehicle
safety and handling, safety margins, hazard awareness, vulnerable road users, motorway rules and rules of the road, road and traffic signs, documents, accidents, and vehicle
loading.
Menopause Sep 20 2021 This new Concise Manual takes a straightforward look at menopause. What is it? When does it occur? What can be expected? How can it be managed?
Dr Louise Newson is a well-known specialist in menopause and saw the need for a fact-based manual for women and their families. Menopause is a natural condition that
affects all women at some stage of their life. At least one in four women have severe symptoms, which detrimentally affect their family, home and work life. This book will
explain and clarify the stages and symptoms, and detail what treatments are safe and effective for particular needs. Migraines, depression, anxiety, osteoporosis, low libido,
relationships, diet and HRT are just some of the areas covered in this new concise manual.
Stewards Resource Manual
Sep 28 2019
MacOS High Sierra - The Missing Manual
Jul 07 2020 Apple's latest Mac software, MacOS High Sierra, ia a glorious Santa sack full of new features and refinements. What's still
not included, though, is a single page of printed instructions. Fortunately, David Pogue is back, delivering the expertise and humor that have made this the #1 bestselling Mac
book for 17 years straight.
The Yacht Owner's Manual
Dec 24 2021 The essential guide for first-time yacht owners, presenting the most important things they need to know in a concise but
comprehensive way for quick reference.
The Manual Jul 19 2021 How many times have you and your friends asked one another these questions without ever coming up with any good answers? Your girlfriends just
tell you what you want to hear. At the end of the day, the only person who can give you insight into man problems is—that’s right—a man! But guys have hidden agendas. What
guy would give up all his dating advantages by spilling the goods? Steve Santagati would. A self-confessed serial dater and Bad Boy, Steve is telling all for the benefit of
womankind. Every guy is at least part Bad Boy, and in The Manual, this prime specimen reveals what every woman needs to know to counter Bad Boy tactics, both amateur and
professional. Steve is never condescending or callous, but honest, perceptive, and street-smart. His guidance is straightforward and his insights are dead-on, giving women
tools they can immediately put to work. Discover what you may not want to know but need to know about: •The Heart of the Bad Boy (i.e., the nature of the beast) •The Male
Mind: how he sees you and how you can make this work to your advantage •Guys on the Hunt: the male modus operandi, from the grocery store to Home Depot •When Boy
Meets Girl: how to handle dating, from flirting to “sext” messaging to learning his weaknesses •Mating: so you’ve got him . . . should you keep him? Why learn from a Bad Boy
instead of, say, a psychologist? Because there’s no replacement for “in the field” experience. You’ll benefit from (and laugh at) stories of real things Steve has done in
relationships with women as well as of women turning the tables on him when he least expected it. The book also includes a question-and-answer section, in which Steve
explores some of the toughest dating issues. To understand Steve is to understand the Bad Boy, and that will take you a long way in understanding all men. Find out how much
more fun dating can be when you get the upper hand on Bad Boys . . . for good.
CARE-2 MANUAL: Child and Adolescent Risk and Needs Evaluation
May 29 2022
The Unofficial Dyson DC07 Workshop Manual: All you need to know to perform any DIY repair to your Dyson DC07
May 17 2021 The unofficial Dyson DC07 workshop manual.
All you need to know to perform any DIY repair to your Dyson DC07 vacuum cleaner. There is nothing that can go wrong with your Dyson DC07, which if you are practically
inclined, you cannot source the parts and repair yourself for a fraction of the cost of a new Dyson. More importantly, armed with this book, you will have the information you
need to get it right the first time and have your Dyson up and running again quickly - without breaking the bank! Everything is covered from filters and basic maintenance right
through to a motor swap. You will also learn where to buy special tools and how to troubleshoot a faulty machine. Why pay excessive repair charges to vacuum cleaner
engineers when you can do it yourself? Repairing and extending the life of your Dyson is green. It's a small cog in the large machine that is our future sustainability. This book
is unofficial. That means it is not authorised, approved, or endorsed by Dyson Ltd.
Keep Calm Jul 27 2019 Keep Calm: The New Mum's Manual, with an introduction by Jools Oliver, is the perfect antidote to inflexible, guilt-inducing parenting guides. Turning
the tables on encyclopaedic tomes on parenthood and their often conflicting advice, GP and mum-of-two Dr Ellie will empower you to relax, trust your instincts and enjoy your
new baby. Includes: * Early days âe" looking after baby and listening to your instincts * Sleeping âe" establishing a flexible routine that works * Feeding âe" making the right,
guilt-free choices * Soothing âe" understanding crying and settling your baby * Weaning âe" starting with a simple action plan for success * Development âe" identifying key
milestones and not worrying * Health âe" recognising baby illnesses and when to call the doctor * Vaccinations âe" understanding the facts and getting them without tears This
isn't a one-size-fits-all routine but a lighthearted, sensible guide that is full of essential advice to build your confidence and bring back mummy power.
Airline Career Manual Jun 29 2022 Learn key information about obtaining a career as a flight attendant, customer service agent, pilot, or manager in the airline industry. Topics
include the application process, minimum and preferred requirements, interview preparation, training, jargon, terminology, codes, the 24-hour clock, basic aviation math,
regulatory agencies, industry performance standards, and career resources.
Special Needs Trust Administration Manual
Apr 27 2022 The Special Needs Trust Administration Manual is an invaluable guide for anyone who is managing a Special Needs
Trust for a person with disabilities. in guiding trustees through the complicated rules of Special Needs Trusts. In clear and easy to understand language, the authors explain
how a trustee can use trust funds to meet the financial needs of a person with disabilities while complying with the complex rules of government benefit programs. The Special
Needs Trust Administration Manual covers a multitude of topics, including what trustees need to know about: who wants to know more about disability trusts and public
benefits.
Alpha AXP Architecture Reference Manual
Jan 31 2020 Covering the material in Version 5.0 and significant additions and changes necessitated by the evolution of the
architecture since the writing of the first edition. The significant technical changes include clarification of Mxx FPCT operand and Trap Disable Flags, clarification of system
architecture and programming implications, and the addition of aCVTST, WMB, EXCB instructions.
Embodiment. the Manual You Should Have Been Given When You Were Born
Oct 10 2020 The Manual You Should Have Been Given When You Were Born is not like any other
body book youâ€™ve ever read. Itâ€™s about functioning with your body from the perspective of beingness. It explores how you, as an infinite being, can experience greatness
with your body.â€œWhat if your body were an ongoing source of joy?â€ This book may go against everything youâ€™ve ever thought, everything youâ€™ve been taught and
everything youâ€™ve read; and everything you have brought that everyone else believes. It doesnâ€™t claim to give you all the answers. Instead it will encourage you to ask the
questions that will allow you to enjoy the body you currently have and to create your body so that you can truly enjoy it.
PPI Interior Design Reference Manual: Everything You Need to Know to Pass the NCIDQ Exam eText - 1 Year
Oct 22 2021 The Interior Design Reference Manual (IDRM6) offers
complete review for all three divisions of the NCIDQ® Certification exam. This book works in conjunction with division specific practice exams to help you pass every division
the first time. Topics Covered Design Concepts and Programming Design Constraints Building Systems and Construction Research, Analysis, and Selection of Products and
Details Communication and Documentation Project and Business Management Key Features: Complete coverage of content areas for every division of the NCIDQ® Exam.
Updated for the IBC 2015 changes included in the exam. An updated study schedule to keep your studies on track. Over 200 figures in SI and U.S. measurements to illustrate
design details. Study guidelines, exam tips, and tables to support exam preparation. A downloadable study schedule to organize study priorities. Binding: Paperback PPI, A
Kaplan Company Add the eTextbook for Additional Benefits eTexbook access benefits include: Ability to download the entire eTextbook to multiple devices, so you can study

even without internet access An auto sync feature across all your devices for a seamless experience on or offline Unique study tools such as highlighting in six different colors
to tailor your study experience Features like read aloud for complete hands-free review
The Manual that Should Have Come with Your Body
Jan 25 2022 Did you ever wish that your body had come with instructions? Well now it does! The Manual That Should Have
Come With Your Body tells you everything you need to know to keep your body running in peak condition. From nutrition and fitness, to living a less stressful life and how to
get a good night's sleep, The Manual is filled with clear, concise, and practical information based on the latest research.It includes Basic Operating Instructions to help you
achieve optimal health and wellness, Important Safety Precautions to reduce your risk of illness and injury, and a Preventative Maintenance Schedule with guidelines on when
to see your health care professionals for routine service. Your body didn't come with a warranty and you can't trade it in for a new one if it breaks down or ages prematurely. If
you want to feel great, look your best, and live the longest, healthiest life possible, The Manual That Should Have Come With Your Body is the one book you must have!
The Oxford Handbook of Clinical Psychology
Aug 27 2019 The exponential growth of clinical psychology since the late 1960s can be measured in part by the extensive
literature on the subject. The field has come to be defined as much by its many topics as its many voices. The Oxford Handbook of Clinical Psychology synthesizes these
decades of literature in one volume. In addition to core sections on topics such as training, assessment, diagnosis, and intervention, the handbook includes chapters devoted to
emerging issues in the clinical field, including heath care reforms, cultural factors, and technological innovations and challenges. Each chapter offers a review of the most
pertinent literature, outlining issues and identifying possibilities for future research.
House documents
Oct 29 2019
Art Education Jun 25 2019
Bandsaw Feb 11 2021 This handy pocket sized guide offers all the tips, tricks, and ideas a woodworker or furniture maker needs to get the most out of this indispensable tool.
The Mentoring Manual
Jun 05 2020 Understand what mentoring really is and how to do it well The Mentoring Manual is based on methods developed - and proven - in business,
this highly practical book will show you how mentoring works, take you step-by-step through everything you need to know and do, and show you how both parties can get the
best from the relationship. Get the most from mentoring: help your mentee, develop your skills and make a positive difference.
Guide Book for Algorithmic Trading
Aug 08 2020 For beginners wh? w?nt t? v?ntur? into ?lg?r?thm?? tr?d?ng, th?? guide w?ll serve ?? a direction t? ?ll the th?ng? th?t ?r?
????nt??l t? g?t ??u trading th? algorithmic way. Acquire kn?wl?dg? ?n ?u?nt?t?t?v? ?n?l????, tr?d?ng, ?r?gr?mm?ng and l??rn from the ?x??r??n?? of m?rk?t ?r??t?t??n?r? in
this ?t?? by ?t?? gu?d? ?? ?t gu?d?? ??u thr?ugh the b????? and ??v?r? all th? ?u??t??n? th?t you w?uld need to kn?w t? l??rn ?lg?r?thm?? trading. W?th th? b??m ?n
technological advancements ?n trading and f?n?n???l m?rk?t applications, algorithmic tr?d?ng ?nd h?gh-fr??u?n?? tr?d?ng ?? being w?l??m?d ?nd ?????t?d b? ?x?h?ng?? all
over the w?rld.W?th?n a d???d?, it ?? the most common way of tr?d?ng in th? developed m?rk?t? and ?? r???dl? spreading in th? d?v?l???ng ???n?m???. It ?? ????nt??l t? learn
?lg?r?thm?? tr?d?ng t? trade th? m?rk?t? ?r?f?t?bl?. An ?m??rt?nt ???nt t? n?t? h?r? is th?t automated tr?d?ng d??? not mean ?t is fr?? fr?m human ?nt?rv?nt??n. Aut?m?t?d
tr?d?ng h?? caused th? focus ?f hum?n intervention t? shift fr?m th? ?r????? of trading t? a m?r? b?h?nd-th?-???n?? role, which ?nv?lv?? d?v???ng n?w?r ?l?h?-???k?ng
strategies ?n a r?gul?r b????.
Pool Repair and Service Manual That Can Save You Hundreds of Dollars
Dec 12 2020 Before you spend top dollar on pool maintenance, check out the self-help guide Pool
Repair and Service Manual That Can Save You Hundreds of Dollars. This do-it yourself guide shows you everything you need to know about swimming pool repairs, regular
maintenance, and winterizing. Have you ever gotten frustrated with your pool when something breaks and you don't know what's wrong with it? You make a call to the pool
company and then have to wait for a serviceman to diagnose and fix the problem. Next thing you know, two weeks have passed by before you can finally use your pool again.
This book discusses all sorts of problems along with the solutions and detailed instructions, including images of equipment, parts, and diagrams. It will assist you in
diagnosing and fixing the pool yourself. Everything you can imagine that may go wrong with your pool is in this easy-to-follow guide. The manual also aids in regular
maintenance, and includes instructions on how to open your pool for the season and prepare it for the winter. A special troubleshooting section will help you figure out just
what the problem may be.
National Highway Functional Classification and Needs Study Manual (1970-1990).
Mar 27 2022 This manual has been prepared to guide Bureau of Public Roads field offices, the
States, and local governments in preparing estimates of needs on consistently defined functional systems using uniform procedures. The objective of the study is to provide
reliable data upon which consideration of future highway financing and responsibility can be based.
Papillon Dogs. Papillon Dog Complete Owners Manual. Papillon Dog Care, Costs, Feeding, Grooming, Health and Training All Included.
Mar 03 2020 The Papillon Dog Complete
Owners Manual has the answers you need when researching the "butterfly" dog of the canine world. Learn about this small, but self-assured and highly intelligent companion
dog and find out whether or not this dog will be the best choice for you and your family. This manual contains all the information you need, from birth to the Rainbow Bridge,
including transitioning through house breaking, care, feeding, training and end of life, so that you can make a well-informed decision about whether or not the Papillon dog is
the breed for you. If you already have a Papillon dog, this book will teach you everything you need to know to make your dog a happy dog and to make you a happy dog owner.
The author George Hoppendale is an experienced writer and a true animal lover. He enjoys writing animal books and advising others how to take care of their animals to give
them a happy home. Co-Author Asia Moore is a professional Dog Whisperer, Cynologist and Author, living on Vancouver Island, off the west coast of British Columbia, in
Canada, who believes that all humans and dogs can live together in harmony. She and her dog whispering team, which includes an 8-year-old Shih Tzu named Boris, teach dog
psychology to humans, to help alleviate problem behaviors that arise between humans and their canine counterparts so that everyone can live a happy and stress-free life
together. Covered in this book: - Temperament - Vital statistics - Before you buy - Choosing the right dog - Health - Daily care - Feeding - House training - Medical care & safety Grooming - Training - Poisonous Foods & Plants - Caring for your aging dog .... and much more.
The Producer's Manual
Oct 02 2022 "Guide to recording and mixing in the project studio. Featuring 350+ colour pages packed with pro techniques, practical photos, detailed
illustrations and hands-on walkthroughs." -- Back cover.
The People's Medical Manual
Jun 17 2021 Brief entries define medical terms and concepts, provide information on safety and health care, and describe the symptoms and
treatment of common ailments
The Ultimate Bushcraft Survival Manual
May 05 2020 What if you were dropped in the woods with little more than a knife, your wits, and the (hopefully warm) shirt on your
back? Could you survive? If you’d read this book, the answer is yes! Survival! It’s one of our most primal fears, most basic needs. What do you do when everything is stripped
away except your will to prevail? In this book, survival expert Tim MacWelch examines how native peoples around the world and throughout history have made their own
shelter, weapons, tools, and more, and well as clever MacGuyver-esque ideas for using anything you might find in your pockets or pack. Whether your goal is to test yourself
against nature, be prepared for any catastrophe, or learn more about traditional ways of survival, this is the one book you need. Packaged in a durable, wipe-clean flexicover
with metallic corner-guards, this practical manual withstands heavy-duty use indoors and out. CHAPTER ONE: Bare Necessities - The stuff you need to survive short term
wilderness emergencies (72 hours to one week) The Survival Priorities (& why you need them) Shelter, water, fire, food, first aid and signaling distress Tools of the Minimalist
Knife, Axe and Saw - use and care; Clothing selection Shelters Pick a safe shelter location; How to build Leaf huts, lean-tos, jungle platforms, thatched roof, log huts, wicki-ups,
pit houses, and more (different homes for varied climates) Water Gathering and Disinfection Finding springs, boiling w/ hot rocks, rain and precipitation collection, water
storage, primitive filters, water from plants Fire Tinder, Kindling, Fire Lays, Flint & Steel, Bow Drill, Hand Drill, Bamboo Fire Saw, Fire Plow, Pump Drill, and other friction
methods Signaling for Help and Self-Rescue How to signal and communicate w/ old school techniques; How and when to fight your way out CHAPTER TWO: Finer Things Skills and techniques to collect food, and live more comfortably in the wild (weeks to months) Foraging for Wild Edible Plants How to identify and use wild plant foods; Recipes
like our ancestors would have eaten Trapping Ways to catch game with new and old school, low-tech traps Primitive Fishing How to catch fish with thorns and other improvised
tackle Ancient Weapons Bow and arrow, spear, Spear thrower, Bola and sling, primitive forging of metal Hunting Skills and game processing; 10 things to never do on a hunt
Primitive Tools How to make stone blades, knives, axes, stone drill bits, mallets and wedges for wood splitting, digging sticks Hygiene Keeping clean; Natural toilet paper; Soap
from plants; DIY latrine CHAPTER THREE: Long Term Living - The skills of our ancestors and the things you'd need for long term primitive living (years) Food Storage Drying,
smoking, Food Caches, Freezing Containers How to make several different basket styles; Bark containers; Wooden bowls; Soapstone bowls and pots; Primitive ceramics Hides
and Furs DIY buckskin, fur, rawhide and leather; Making clothes and outerwear (moccasins, mittens, hats, etc.) Primitive Cooking Cook in the coals; Spits and skewers; Green
stick grill; Rock for frying pan; Stone Ovens, Steam pit, Earth over (in-ground hearth system) Tracking Man tracking and animal tracking Natural Navigation How to find your
way by using the stars, the landscape, the weather and many other methods Wild Medicine Teas, compresses and poultices to help you heal
Teenager Feb 23 2022 For parents with teenage children, who were teens themselves in the 1970s and '80s, the landscape of family life and teen culture has changed radically.
Many of the familiar cultural reference points from their own youth are no longer relevant to 21st century parenting. Of course, it's only to be expected that each generation
kicks against the culture and values of the one it follows. Today, such to-be-expected rebellious tendencies have been heavily amplified by the digital revolution and 'living in
the now.' The generation that was born since the turn of the century has only ever known the digital age, a period of sustained and fast moving technological change that has
outstripped the Industrial Revolution of the 18th and 19th centuries in its far reaching effects on most areas of life and society. In the ten years since 2010 the teen picture in the
UK has altered considerably, due in the main to the explosion in use of smart phones and social media. Tobacco consumption has become the norm rather than the exception
as it was with previous generations; smoking weed (cannabis) and taking recreational drugs have replaced alcohol as the recreational substances of choice (many young
people say that they find it easier to obtain cannabis than virtually anything else, including fast food, cigarettes and alcohol); teenage mental health has become an issue;
gender-change and 'fluidity', and sexual promiscuity, are widely accepted by this age group. Teens live their lives online as opposed to offline and face-to-face - social
interaction is more often through texting, image sharing, messaging apps and gaming stations. They live in the moment; short bursts of communication; bite-size video clips.
Understanding the teen world and the pressures facing them means that parents will be more informed and better placed to intervene or help when they're needed.
I Need A J-O-B! the Ex-Offender's Job Search Manual
Sep 01 2022 Information for ministries on how to help ex-prisoners find jobs upon release.
Adventure Motorcycling Manual
Nov 10 2020 Outdoor enthusiasts thinking of trying adventure motorcycling will be inspired, invigorated and informed by the Adventure
Motorcycling Manual, which covers every aspect of the trip, including practicalities (cost, personal fitness, how long you can be away from home), choosing the right bike,
equipment, clothing, legal documentation, riding techniques, maintenance, navigation and emergencies. Whether stranded on a mountainside or dreaming in the armchair, both
experienced and would-be adventurers will find this book essential reading.
Grandad Aug 20 2021 Grandparents are more involved and ‘hands on’ with their grandchildren than ever before. Nearly two-thirds provide some kind of childcare and a recent
study from Oxford University found that regular contact with grandparents helps create happier children and well-adjusted adolescents. The Grandad Manual will follow on from
the success of the Dad Manual. Along with practical projects and games, it will also contain care and welfare sections - covering those unfamiliar areas, such as monitoring

internet and digital time and following the wishes of the parents, which may not mirror those of the grandparents. Whether you're going to be a grandparent for the first time or if
you are about to look after your grandchildren for a week or two - the Grandad Manual will guide you through a variety of ways to keep them entertained, happy and safe.
The MIDI Manual Nov 30 2019 The MIDI Manual is a complete reference on MIDI, written by a well-respected sound engineer and author. This best-selling guide provides a clear
explanation of what MIDI is, how to use electronic instruments and an explanation of sequencers and how to use them. You will learn how to set up an efficient MIDI system and
how to get the best out of your music. The MIDI Manual is packed full of useful tips and practical examples on sequencing and mixing techniques. It also covers
editors/librarians, working with a score, MIDI in mass media and multimedia and synchronisation. The MIDI spec is set out in detail along with the helpful guidelines on using the
implementation chart. Illustrated throughout with helpful photos and screengrabs, this is the most readable and clear book on MIDI available.
Disaster-Related Needs Of Seniors And Persons With Disabilties, Student Manual, March 1997
Jul 31 2022
The Monographs Apr 15 2021 Have you ever wanted to truly know what goes on inside the head of Sherlock Holmes? Have you wanted to be able to read people and their
expressions like books? Have you ever wanted to read a room and all the tells and clues that it provides? Then this is the book for you. The Monographs is a complete and
comprehensive manual that will impart the lessons on everything you need to know to become a Deductionist in today's world. Contained within you will learn how to think and
approach problem solving like the famed detective, spot liars in person and through their handwriting, deduce clues, personality traits, and the personal details of people
through their phones, watches and clothes. Figure out where people live from the shoes that they wear, deduce what they do for a living, how to build a memory palace as
intricate and perfect as the one that is written about, histories, theory, application, how to train, practice and develop your skills. All this and much, much more. After you read
this book not only will you see the world but you will truly observe what goes on inside it as well. Your name will still be your own, but you can make it your business to know
what other people do not know.
The Total Motorcycling Manual
Apr 03 2020 Learn motorcycle riding and maintenance essential from Cycle World Magazine’s resident expert in this comprehensive, fully
illustrated guide. In Total Motorcycle Manual, industry insider Mark Lindemann shares his considerable firsthand knowledge gained from riding more than 750 different bikes
over more than 30 years. Packed practical tips and tricks, this is the perfect guide for anyone who wants to get the most out of their motorcycle. Whether you are starting as a
new daily commuter, track fiend or budding off-roader, Mark will teach you how to get the right gear for you, tackle test rides, avoid lemons, maintain and tune your ride and
master fundamental bike skills.
GMDSS Manual Sep 08 2020 The entry into force and implementation of the global maritime distress and safety system (GMDSS) between 1992 and 1999 was the most farreaching development in maritime emergency assistance since the invention of the radio. The GMDSS Manual presents the principles on which the GMDSS is based, the
requirements for its implementation, the standards to be met by GMDSS equipment, and the method of operation of the various radio services which make up the GMDSS. The
annexes give comprehensive information on all aspects of the GMDSS, including primary texts such as: relevant texts of the 1974 SOLAS Convention relevant to the GMDSS,
relevant IMO Assembly resolutions, MSC and COM circulars, articles of the Radio Regulations, resolutions of WARC and WARC-Mob-87 conferences, IMO performance
standards and related ITU-R recommendations, and the Master Plan for the GMDSS.--Publisher's description.
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